
EDUCATION

Intensive 7 month program with 1,700+ work hours consisting of classes, assessments and 12 group/solo projects building applications,
with a focus on problem-solving and agile development methodology.

Turing School of Software and Design,
ACCET Front End Software Engineering Certificate

Denver, CO 7/2022 - 3/2023

University of Denver,
Bachelor of Arts: Psychology 

Denver, CO 9/2006 - 6/2009

PROJECTS

Cocktail Evening //   React, JavaScript, React Router, CSS3, HTML5, Cypress
React	application	that	allows	users	to	search	and	select	cocktails	for	event	planning.

Carefully planned multi-page app layout and functionality using Miro and GitHub project boards to ensure all user stories and features were
achieved accurately and on time.
Implemented search and filter functionality that pulls from a 3rd party API, as well as the ability to save cocktails to user’s collection.
Created for specific user identity and pronounced UX/UI while responsive across screen sizes; verified with Cypress test suite.

{	Deployed	Site	・	Repository	}

Vinyl Viewer //   React, TypeScript, React Router, Sass, HTML5, Cypress
React	application	that	allows	users	to	curate	a	collection	of	their	favorite	music	albums.

Coordinated within a team using daily remote stand-ups, problem-solving meetings and setting deadlines to deliver project on time.
Successfully utilized TypeScript, a previously unfamiliar language self-taught for this project and verified user experience with Cypress
testing and careful code review of partners’ branches and pull-requests.
Created and styled search functionality using input forms and result components to fetch API data and display both artists and albums.

{	Deployed	Site	・	Repository	}

Board Together //   React, JavaScript, Cypress, Apollo Client, GraphQL
Full-stack	application	where	users	can	trade	board	games	and	track	their	collection.

As part of the front end team, collaborated with the back end group to design features, database schema, & JSON contract from scratch;
communicated with daily remote stand-ups and meetings to troubleshoot between front and back end in an agile workflow.
Used CircleCI continuous integration and Cypress testing to ensure bug-free user experience.
Implemented both the login page and the ‘borrowing’ functionality, creating components and functions that enable user to borrow and return
games to other users, with the accompanying visual representations.

{	Deployed	Site	・	Repository	}

EMPLOYMENT

Landman - Senior Landman
Antero Resources | Denver, CO

9/2013 - 10/2021

Managed approximately 50 closings of acquisitions, trades and leases of oil & gas acreage. 
Negotiated deal terms, reviewed documents with strict attention to detail & overcame obstacles with creative problem solving. 
Managed a team of 20-30 land brokers and oversaw daily operations of a roughly 100,000 acre prospect area.
Coordinated with internal departments, third-party contractors and law firms to ensure projects were completed on time with strong
written and oral communication skills.
Regularly presented complex analysis to senior management and led weekly interdepartmental meetings.

Front End Developer
Freelance | Denver, CO

3/2023 - Present 

Develop front end web applications tailored to clients' needs with a strong emphasis on user experience, aesthetics, and responsive design.
Frequently coordinate with clients from planning stage and throughout the process to ensure final product meets their specifications.

Brett	Kuhn
Software	Engineer

619-952-1975
brettkuhn87@gmail.com

l inkedin.com/in/brett-kuhn
github.com/bkuhn2

bakportfolio.netl ify.app

SKILLS
React | JavaScript | TypeScript | Redux | React Router | Apollo Client | Cypress | Mocha/Chai | CSS | Tailwind CSS
HTML | Git | GitHub | Vite | Miro | Agile SDLC | TDD | Circle CI

https://cocktailevening.netlify.app/
https://github.com/bkuhn2/Cocktail_Evening
https://vinylviewer.netlify.app/
https://github.com/bkuhn2/Vinyl_Viewer
https://board-together.surge.sh/
https://github.com/board-together
https://linkedin.com/in/brett-kuhn
https://github.com/bkuhn2
https://bakportfolio.netlify.app/
Brett Andrew Kuhn


